Datasets for semantic parsing scarcely consider languages other than English and professional translation can be prohibitively expensive. In this work, we propose to adapt a semantic parser trained on a single language, such as English, to new languages and multiple domains with minimal annotation. We evaluate if machine translation is an adequate substitute for training data, and extend this to investigate bootstrapping using joint training with English, paraphrasing, and resources such as multilingual BERT. Experimental results on a new version of ATIS and Overnight in German and Chinese indicate that MT can approximate training data in a new language for accurate parsing when augmented with paraphrasing through multiple MT engines.
Introduction
Semantic parsing is the task of mapping natural language utterances to machine-interpretable expressions such as SQL or a logical meaning representation. It has emerged as a key technology for developing natural language interfaces, especially in the context of question answering (Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Berant et al., 2013; Liang, 2016; Kollar et al., 2018) , where a semantically complex question is translated to an executable query to retrieve an answer, or denotation.
A popular approach to semantic parsing has been the application of recurrent neural networks to frame the task as sequence transduction between natural and formal languages (Jia and Liang, 2016; Dong and Lapata, 2016) . Under this sequenceto-sequence framework (Sutskever et al., 2014) , recent modeling innovations have included learning intermediate representations (Dong and Lapata, 2018; Guo et al., 2019) , constrained decoding (Yin and Neubig, 2017; Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; and graph-based representations Shaw et al., 2019) .
Given the surge of interest in neural semantic parsing and the training requirements of neural methods, it comes as no surprise that many datasets have been released in the past decade (Wang et al., 2015; Zhong et al., 2017; Iyer et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018 Yu et al., , 2019 . However, these have widely used English as synonymous for natural language. English is neither linguistically typical (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013) nor the most widely spoken language worldwide (Eberhard et al., 2019) , but is presently the lingua franca of both utterances and knowledge bases in semantic parsing. Natural language interfaces intended for international deployment must be adaptable to multiple locales beyond an English prototype. However, it is unrealistic to expect that datasets will be created from scratch for every new language and domain.
The bulk of previous work has focused on multilingual semantic parsing, i.e., the task of employing multiple natural languages in parallel, which implies the availability of multilingual training data. Examples of multilingual datasets include GeoQuery (Zelle and Mooney, 1996) , ATIS (Dahl et al., 1994) and NLMaps (Haas and Riezler, 2016) , which are each limited to a single domain. Professional translation can nevertheless be prohibitively expensive for larger datasets and often require many man-hours from subject experts and native speakers. Recently, Min et al. (2019) reproduced the public partitions of the SPIDER dataset (Yu et al., 2018) into Chinese, but this required three expert annotators for verification and agreement. We posit that there may exist a better strategy for expanding semantic parsing to a new language.
In this work, we consider crosslingual semantic parsing, adapting a semantic parser trained on English, to another language. Specifically, we propose to expand executable semantic parsing to new languages and multiple domains by bootstrapping from in-task English datasets, task-agnostic multilingual resources, and publicly available machine translation (MT) services, in lieu of expert transla-tion of training data. We investigate a core hypothesis that MT can provide a noisy, but reasonable, approximation of training data in a new source language. We further explore the benefit of augmenting noisy MT data using pre-trained models, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) , and multilingual training with English. Additionally, we examine approaches to ensembling multiple machine translations as approximate paraphrases.
To evaluate our hypothesis, we first present an updated version of the ATIS dataset (Dahl et al., 1994) in Chinese (ZH) and German (DE), paired with SQL queries, for a direct comparison between "real" utterances, from native speakers, and MT as training data. We then present a new version of the multi-domain Overnight dataset (Wang et al., 2015) where only the development and test partitions are utterances from native speakers of Chinese and German. This establishes a challenging task to generalize to real questions without gold-standard training data in two new languages.
Aside from creating new resources which we hope will encourage further work in crosslingual semantic parsing, our contributions include: (a) a cost-effective methodology for bootstrapping semantic parsers to new languages using minimal new annotation; (b) a proposal to overcome the paucity of gold-standard training data using pretrained models, joint training with English, and paraphrases through MT engines and (c) a combined encoder-decoder attention mechanism to ensemble over multiple Transformer encoder submodels.
Related Work
Across logical formalisms, there have been several proposals for multilingual semantic parsing which employ multiple natural languages in parallel (Jones et al., 2012; Andreas et al., 2013; Lu, 2014; Susanto and Lu, 2017b; Jie and Lu, 2018) .
For example, Jie and Lu (2014) ensemble monolingual hybrid tree parsers to generate a single parse tree from up to five source languages for GeoQuery (Zelle and Mooney, 1996) . Similarly, Richardson et al. (2018) propose a polyglot automaton decoder for source-code generation from API documentation in 45 languages. Susanto and Lu (2017a) explore a multilingual neural architecture for four languages for GeoQuery and three languages for ATIS by extending Dong and Lapata (2016) with multilingual encoders. Both single-and multi-language sources are compared, with larger ensembles gener-ally improving parsing. Other work focuses on multilingual representations for semantic parsing based on universal dependencies or embeddings of logical forms (Zou and Lu, 2018) .
We capitalize on existing semantic parsing datasets to bootstrap from English to another language, and we therefore, do not assume that multiple languages are available as parallel input. Our work is closest to Duong et al. (2017) , who explore how MT can bridge between languages for multilingual parsing. Extending this prior result, we investigate how to best leverage MT, from one or multiple sources, to parse queries from native speakers without observing real utterances during training. Beyond economizing on existing resources, our work further adds to recent efforts which enable crosslingual language understanding for various tasks such as entailment (Conneau et al., 2018) or semantic textual similarity (Cer et al., 2017) . There has also been considerable interest in parsing into interlingual graphical meaning representations (Damonte and Cohen, 2018; and λ-calculus expressions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2010; Lu and Ng, 2011; Lu, 2014) . Since we focus on grounded logical forms in this work, we do not consider such systems further.
Problem Formulation
Throughout this work, we consider the real-world scenario in which an average software engineer wishes to develop a semantic parser to facilitate QA from an existing commercial database to customers in a new locale. Without the resources of high-valued technology companies, costs for annotation and machine learning resources need to be minimized to maintain some commercial viability. To economize this task, the developer intends to use minimal new annotation or professional translation, and instead bootstrap a system with public resources. At a minimum, a test and development set of utterances from native speakers are required for evaluation. However, the extent of annotation and the utility of domain adaptation for training are unknown. Therefore, our main question is how successfully can a semantic parser learn with alternative data resources to generalize to novel queries in a new language?
Neural Semantic Parsing
We focus on analyzing the utility of data for crosslingual transfer learning, and therefore we use the same parser throughout our results. We Figure 1 : (A) Machine Translation (MT) from English into some language, L, for training data. J is the MT approximation of this language to be parsed. (B) Human translation of the development and test sets from English into language L. (C) Translation from language L into English using MT. Any system parsing language L must perform above this "back-translation" baseline to justify development. approach this task using a SEQ2SEQ network comprised of a self-attentional (Transformer) encoderdecoder network (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Considering input X = {x i } N i=0 where x i ∈ R dx , the encoder computes multiple parallel dot-product attention scores between for the full input sequence. Each head is combined to produce a contextual learned relation between every element of X. For H attention heads, this can be described as follows using the same description as Wang et al. (2019) :
where Eq. 1 describes the self attention scores between Query (Q) and Key (K) copies of the input. z h i is the h th attention head, applying score s
{Q,K,V } ∈ R dx×(dx/H) . Output y i combines z i with a residual connection and two fully-connected (FC) layers, ReLU nonlinearity and layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) . The decoder additionally incorporates encoder information with multi-head attention between present decoder state as the query and the encoder output as the key and value, z i , e.g. Eq. 3 is repeated aŝ y i = LayerNorm ŷ i + z i andŷ i replacesŷ i in Eq. 4. 
Crosslingual Modeling
Consider a parser, SP (x), which transforms utterances in language x L , to some executable logical form, y. We express a dataset in some language L as D L = {x L n , y n , d n } N n=1 , KB , for N examples where x L is an input utterance, y is a logical form and d is a denotation from knowledge base, d = KB (y). The MT approximation of language L is described as J; using MT from English, x J = MT x EN . Therefore, our hypothesis under consideration is that J ≈ L such that predictionŷ = SP x L for test example x L approaches the gold logical form, y gold , conditioned upon the quality of MT. Therefore, an optimal system will generate some prediction,ŷ, to return an equal denotation to that of y gold upon execution, KB (ŷ) = d gold . Dataset D J diverges from D L only in training data, as we evaluate on only queries from native speakers e.g.
We evaluate our hypothesis on two languages to compare transfer learning from English into varied locales. We investigate German, a similar Germanic language, and Mandarin Chinese, a dissimilar Sino-Tibetan language, due to the purported quality of existing MT systems (Wu et al., 2016) and availability of native speakers to verify or rewrite crowdsourced annotation. Similar to Conneau et al. (2018) , we implement a "backtranslate into English" baseline wherein the test set in ZH/DE is translated back into English using MT and logical forms are predicted through a semantic parser for English. Figure 1 indicates how each dataset is generated. Performing above this baseline is critical for our scenario to justify the development of any crosslingual semantic parser. Note that we do not claim to be investigating semantic parsing for low-resource languages since, by virtue, we require adequate MT into languages of interest to generate training data. We use Google Translate (Wu et al., 2016) as our primary MT system and complement this with systems from other global providers. The selection and use of MT is further discussed in Appendix A.
Feature Augmentation
Beyond using MT for in-language training data, we now describe our approach to further improve parsing using external resources and transfer learning. These approaches are described in Figure 2 .
Pre-trained Representations Motivated by the success of contextual word representations for semantic parsing of English by Shaw et al. (2019) , we extend this technique to Chinese and German using implementations of BERT from Wolf et al. (2019) . Rather than learning embeddings for the source language tabula rasa, we experiment with using pretrained 768-dimensional inputs from bert-base, bert-base-chinese/german 1 and bert-base-multilingual (104 languages) as a frozen input to the encoder. To account for rare entities which may be absent from pre-trained vocabularies, we concatenate BERT representations to a randomly initialised learnable embedding. Target language embeddings are learned from scratch as none of the above models are trained on meaning representations (i.e., λ−DCS or SQL queries). We also attempted the above using multilingual word representations (Conneau et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018) , however this augmentation yielded no performance improvement. These results are omitted for brevity.
Multilingual "Shared" Encoder Following Duong et al. (2017) and Susanto and Lu (2017a) , we experiment with an encoder trained with batches from multiple languages as input. This is most similar to the All model from Duong et al. (2017) , however, we consider English data as "support" for learning ZH/DE only, rather than multitask objective measuring performance on two languages. Our model learns unified parameters from both noisy data in the language of interest and gold-standard English data. Errors in the MT 1 deepset.ai/german-bert data are purportedly mitigated through the model observing an equivalent English utterance for the same logical form. The joint training dataset is described as D EN+J train = D EN train ∪ D J train for J = {ZH, DE}. Consistent with Section 3.2, we measure validation and test performance using only utterances from native speakers, D L dev|test , and ignore the performance on English. For comparison on ATIS, we also experiment with a multilingual encoder training using human translations i.e., D EN+L train , L = {ZH, DE}. Machine Translation as Paraphrasing Paraphrasing is a common augmentation for semantic parsers to improve generalization to unseen utterances (Berant and Liang, 2014; Dong et al., 2017; Iyer et al., 2017; Su and Yan, 2017) . While there has been some study of multilingual paraphrase systems (Ganitkevitch and Callison-Burch, 2014) , we instead use MT as a paraphrase resource, similar to . Each MT system will have have different outputs from different language models and therefore we hypothesize that an ensemble of multiple systems, (J 1 , . . . J N ), will provide greater linguistic diversity to better approximate L. Whereas prior work uses back-translation or paraphrasing a beam search, a developer in our scenario lacks the resources to train their own NMT system for such techniques. As a shortcut, we input the same English sentence into three public APIs for machine translation to retrieve a set of candidate paraphrases in the language of interest.
We experiment with two approaches to utilising these pseudo-paraphrases.
The first, MT-Paraphrase, uniformly samples one paraphrase as input to the model during training. The second approach, MT-Ensemble, is an ensemble architecture similar to Garmash and Monz (2016); Firat et al. (2016) combining attention over each paraphrase in a single decoder. For N paraphrases, we train N parallel encoder models, {e n } N n=1 , and ensemble across each paraphrase by combining N sets of encoder-decoder attention heads. For each encoder output, E n = e n (X n ), we compute multihead attention, z i in Eq 2, with the decoder state, D, as the query and E n as the key and value (Eq. 5). Attention heads are combined through some combination function (Eq. 6) and output m i replaces z i in Eq. 3. We compare ensemble strategies using two combination functions: the mean of heads (Eq. 7a) and a gating network (Garmash and Monz 2016; Eq. 7b) with gating function g (Eq. 8) where
Each expert submodel uses a shared embedding space to exploit similarity between paraphrases. During training, each encoder learns a language model specific to an individual MT source, yielding diversity among experts in the final system. During prediction, the test utterance is input to all N models in parallel. Previous LSTM-based ensemble approaches propose training full parallel networks and ensemble at the final decoding step, however we found this to be too expensive given the non-recurrent Transformer model. Our hybrid mechanism permits the decoder to attend to every paraphrased input and maintains a tractable model size with a single decoder.
Data
We consider two datasets in this work. Firstly, we evaluate our hypothesis that MT is an adequate proxy for "real" utterances using the ATIS dataset (Dahl et al., 1994) . This single-domain dataset contains 5,418 utterances paired with SQL queries pertaining to a US flights database. This was previously translated into Chinese by Susanto and Lu (2017a) Dahl et al. (1994) . Additionally, we examine the eight-domain Overnight dataset (Wang et al., 2015) , which contains 13,682 English questions paired with λ−DCS logical forms executable in SEMPRE (Berant et al., 2013) . We partition a fixed development set from 20% of the training data and use 8754 examples for training, 2188 for validation and 2740 for testing.
As part of this work, we present a translation of the full ATIS dataset into German for comparison to substituting MT for translated training data. (Dahl et al., 1994) and
Overnight (Wang et al., 2015) . Utterances are translated into Chinese and German using both machine translation (subscript MT) and crowdsourcing with verification (subscript H). We also evaluate a "backtranslation" baseline wherein the human translated test set is translated back to English through MT (EN MT ). These examples highlight specific back-translation errors which incur poor parsing. Notably "圣保罗" is a homonym for "St Paul" and "Sao Paolo" and "Küchen" is a homonym for "kitchens" and "cuisines".
However, as Overnight is 2.5× larger than ATIS, we consider a complete parallel translation as uneconomical in our engineer's scenario. As a compromise, we obtain human translations for only the test and validation set of Overnight and employ methods outlined in Section 3.3 to maximize parsing accuracy. We argue that this is a better reflection of the explicit crosslingual transfer learning required to port a parser to new languages. Datasets are translated using Amazon Mechanical Turk in a three-stage process following best practices from literature (Callison-Burch, 2009; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011; Behnke et al., 2018; Sosoni et al., 2018) . The first task collects three candidate utterances from workers per English source question. The second stage asks workers to choose the best translation of three candidates, with the option to rewrite the translation if none were satisfactory. As an additional quality filter, we recruited bilingual native speakers to verify or rewrite every human translation with an additional MT candidate. Example translations, and translation errors, are shown in Table 1 , and further details concerning our crowdsourcing methodology can be found in Appendix A.
Experimental Setup
For ATIS, we implement models trained on both real and machine translated utterances in German and Chinese. The former is our upper bound, representing the ideal case, and the latter is the minimal scenario for our developer. Comparison between these cases demonstrates both the capability of a system in the new locale and delineates the adequacy of MT for the task. Following this, we explore the multi-domain case of the Overnight dataset wherein there is no gold-standard training data in either language.
Preprocessing Data are preprocessed by removing punctuation and lowercasing with NLTK (Bird and Loper, 2004) , except for cased pre-trained vocabularies and Chinese. Logical forms are split on whitespace and natural language is tokenized using the sentencepiece tokeniser 2 to model language-agnostic subwords. We found this critical for Chinese, which lacks whitespace delimitation in sentences, and for German, to model word compounding. For ATIS, we experimented with the entity anonymisation scheme from Iyer et al. (2017), however, this was found to be detrimental when combined with pre-trained input representations and was subsequently not used. Each experiment trains a network for 200 epochs using the Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.001. We follow the Noam learning rate scheduling approach with a warmup of 10 epochs. Minimum validation loss is used as an early stopping metric for model selection, with a patience of 30 epochs. We use teacher forcing for prediction during training and beam search, with a beam size of 5, during inference.
Predicted logical forms are input to the knowledge base for ATIS, an SQL database, and Overnight, SEMPRE (Berant et al., 2013) , to retrieve denotations. All results are reported as exactmatch (hard) denotation accuracy, the proportion of predicted logical forms which execute to retrieve the same denotation as the reference query. Models are built using PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017) , AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) and HuggingFace BERT models (Wolf et al., 2019) .
Results and Analysis
We compare the neural model defined in Section 3.1 (SEQ2SEQ) to models using each augmentation outlined in Section 3.3, and a combination thereof, and the back-translation baseline. To the best of our knowledge, we present the first results for executable semantic parsing of ATIS and Overnight in any language other than English. While prior multilingual work using λ−calculus logic is not comparable, we compare to similar results for English in Appendix B.
ATIS Table 2 (a) details the ideal case of translating the full dataset. While this would be the most expensive route for our developer, all models demonstrate performance above back-translation with a best improvement of +13.1% and +10.0% for DE and ZH respectively. This suggests a parallel implementation is preferable over MT into English. Similar to Shaw et al. (2019) and Duong et al. (2017) , we find that pre-trained BERT representations and a shared encoder are respectively beneficial augmentations, with the best system using both for ZH and DE. However, the latter augmentation seems less beneficial for ZH than DE, potentially due to decreased lexical overlap between EN and ZH, with only 20.1% vocabulary similarity compared to a 51.9% between EN and DE. This could explain the decreased utility of the shared embedding space. For comparison, the accuracy of our English model is 75.4%, we observe a penalty of -6.1% for DE and -6.5% for ZH. Difficulty in parsing German, previously noted by Jie and Lu (2014) , may be an artefact of comparatively complex morphology for indicating semantic intent. We found similar issues to Min et al. (2019) in parsing Chinese, namely word segmentation and dropped pronouns, which compound with poor translations to likely explain weaker parsing compared to English.
Contrasting to back-translation, the SEQ2SEQ model without BERT, using MT as training data (Table 2(b) ), improves upon the baseline by +3.2% for ZH and +1.3% for DE. We find that the translation approach for Chinese supersedes backtranslation for all models, justifying the development of an in-language parser. However for German, the SEQ2SEQ approach requires any further augmentation to improve over the best 56.4% backtranslation accuracy. Overall, the best systems use paraphrasing and multilingual BERT, with additional encoder sharing for German. The MT-Ensemble model proved marginally weaker than MT-Paraphase overall, but appeared competitively performant in some cases e.g. the base paraphrase model for Chinese and the base models with BERTmultilingual for German. Comparing between human translations, we find similar best case penalties of -1.2% for DE and -1.1% for ZH for using MT training data. Given this small generalisation error from using machine generated training data, we consider our approach to expanding parsing to a new language justified in feasibility.
Overnight We now extend our experiments to the multi-domain Overnight dataset, wherein we have only utterances from native speakers for evaluation, in Table 3 . Whereas back-translation appeared nearly viable for ATIS, here we observe the collapse of parsing capability for the baseline. The SEQ2SEQ model with BERT improves upon this approach by a considerable +28.1% for DE and +32.3% for ZH. Under inspection, we find this is a consequence of error with MT into English, with examples shown in Table 1 for "St. Paul" and "cuisines", which compound across eight domains. Our results indicate an in-language parser can better interpret utterances across many domains than back-translation. Our reference English parser attains an average 79.8% accuracy, inferring a penalty from crosslingual transfer of -14.9% and -14.7% penalty for DE and ZH respectively with the SEQ2SEQ model only. With the best model for each language, this penalty is minimised to -5.9% for DE and -9.5% for ZH, which further highlights the earlier result that parsing German is easier using MT from English. Similar to ATIS, we find that single augmentations yield marginal improvement, or are slightly detrimental in some cases, and combining approaches is broadly the most beneficial strategy. The best approach for both DE and ZH is using paraphrasing with a single encoder and additionally training with English and BERT-multilingual input features. This approach improved by +9.0% and 5.2% over the SEQ2SEQ model respectively. Comparing these improvements supports the notion that the MT systems from English are superior for German, but Chinese requires further modeling for optimal parsing. We found the MT-Ensemble approach extremely poor by comparison for this dataset, requiring additional augmentation to yield accuracy comparable to our other approaches. This could be attributed to how encoders are combined, and we leave investigating this to future work.
Improvements from Feature Augmentation
Considering instances wherein augmented models improve upon the SEQ2SEQ approach, we find three emergent patterns of error minimization from our feature augmentations. Firstly, using BERT improves modeling spatial and temporal language used to specify flight times in ATIS and in the Calendar and Blocks domain of Overnight. This appears largely due to orthographic inconsistencies between translation, e.g., different MT and translators using either "五", "5" or "five". This fragments our vocabulary such that a parser must now learn multiple semantically similar tokens. Using pretrained representations mitigates this error since these representations are somewhat more aligned prior to training.
Secondly, the shared encoder approach specifically mitigates translation errors, both human and MT, arising from insufficient real-world knowledge or context. This affects phrases such as "the Cavs" or "coach", which are ambiguous to resolve as "Cleveland Cavaliers" and "Economy Class", respectively. By pairing the same logical form with the source English utterance, the system improves resolving the translation of these entities in DE/ZH. Finally, paraphrases particularly benefit parsing expressions in DE/ZH equivalent to peculiar, or KB-specific, English phrases. For example, the Restaurant domain heavily discusses "dollar-sign ratings" for price and "star sign" rating for quality. There is high variation in how native speakers translate such phrases and subsequently, the linguistic diversity provided through paraphrasing benefits parsing of these widely variable utterances. Additionally, this diversity assists in interpreting queries using domain-specific entities. The SEQ2SEQ model commonly confuses entities between the smaller Overnight domains (Recipes, Calendar, Publications, Housing), however this is not the case for the best model with paraphrasing in both languages.
Conclusion
We present an investigation into bootstrapping a crosslingual semantic parser for Chinese and German using only public resources. Our contribution includes new versions of ATIS and Overnight in Chinese and German. We also find that pre-trained models and joint training with English data are the most beneficial augmentations to train parsers with MT data. Additional usage of paraphrases through different MT engines can further improve performance if a paraphrase can translate an entity adequately. Our comparison of paraphrasing approaches indicates that a single encoder trained with diverse inputs is superior to an ensemble approach. However when considering the small dataset size, our second model could be improved in future work. 
A Data Collection
Translation through Crowdsourcing For the task of crosslingual semantic parsing, we consider the ATIS dataset (Dahl et al., 1994) and the Overnight dataset (Wang et al., 2015) . The former is a single-domain dataset of utterances paired with SQL queries pertaining to a database of travel information in the USA. Overnight covers eight domains using logical forms in the λ−DCS formalism (Liang et al., 2013) which can be executed in the SEMPRE framework (Berant et al., 2013) . ATIS has been previously translated into Chinese and Indonesian for the study of semantic parsing into λ−calculus logical forms (Susanto and Lu, 2017a) , however Overnight exists only in English. To the best of our knowledge, there is presently no multi-domain dataset for executable semantic parsing in more than two languages. As previously mentioned in Section 4 , we consider Chinese and German in this paper to contrast between a language similar and dissimilar to English and also due to the reported availability of crowd-sourced workers for translation (Pavlick et al., 2014) and bilingual native speakers of each language for verification.
To facilitate evaluation of the task in all languages of interest, we require a full parallel translation of ATIS in German, for comparison to the existing Chinese implementation, and a partial translation of Overnight in both German and Chinese. As previously discussed, we translate only the development and test set of Overnight for evaluation and bootstrap the training data. Therefore, we translate all 5,473 utterances in ATIS and 4,311 utterances in Overnight. Note we only consider Simplified Mandarin Chinese (zh-CN) in this work. The original Overnight dataset did not correct spelling errors from collected English paraphrases, however, we consider it unreasonable to ask participants in our task to translate misspelled words, as ambiguity in correction could lead to inaccurate translations. We subsequently identified and corrected spelling errors using word processing software as a preprocessing stage.
For this task, we use Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to solicit three translations per English source sentence from crowdsourced workers (Turkers), with the hypothesis that this will collect at least one adequate translation (Callison-Burch, 2009 ). Our task design largely followed practices for translation without expert labels on MTurk (Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2011; Post et al., 2012; Behnke et al., 2018; Sosoni et al., 2018) . The task solicits translations by asking a Turker to translate 10 sentences and answer 3 demographic questions. Submissions were restricted to Turkers from Germany, Austria and Switzerland or China, Singapore, and the USA for German and Chinese respectively. We built an AMT interface such that Turkers were unable to input empty submissions and were also barred from copying or pasting anywhere within the webpage. Attempts to copy or paste in the submission window also trigger a warning that using online translation tools will result in rejection. Inauthentic translations were rejected if they held an >80% average BLEU to reference translations from Google Translate (Wu et al., 2016) , as were nonsensical or irrelevant submissions. For the Chinese data collection, we also rejected submissions using Traditional Chinese Characters or Pinyin romanization.
Turkers submitted 10 translations per task for $0.7 and $0.25 to rank 10 candidate translations, at an average rate to receive an equivalent full-time wage of $8.23/hour. This is markedly above the average wage for US workers of $3.01/hour discovered by Hara et al. (2019) . To ensure data quality and filter disfluencies or personal biases from Turkers, we then recruited bilingual postgraduate students, native speakers of the task language, to judge if the best chosen translation from Turk was satisfactory or required rewriting. If an annotator was dissatisfied with the translation ranked best from Turk then they provided their own. Verifiers preferred the MT candidate over the Turk submissions for 29.5% of German rankings and 22.6% of Chinese rankings, however this preference is almost entirely owing to translations of simple sentences with 5 or fewer English words. We paid $12 an hour for this verification but to minimize cost, we did not collect multiple judgements per translation. We found that verification was completed at a rate of 60 judgements per hour, leading to an approximate cost of $2200 per language for Overnight and $2500 for ATIS into German. While this may be considered expensive, this is the minimum cost to permit comparable evaluation in every language. We now describe how we minimised costs for bootstrapping training data from publicly available resources.
Machine Translation In this work, we evaluate the feasibility of using machine translation (MT) as a proxy to generate in-language training data for semantic parsing of two languages. All MT systems are treated as black-box models without inspection of underlying translation mechanics or recourse to correct translations. For most experiments in this work, we retrieve translations from English to the target language using the Google Translate API (Wu et al., 2016) . We use this system owing to the purported translation quality (Duong et al., 2017) and because the API is publicly available, contrasting to the closed MT used in Conneau et al. (2018) .
Additionally, we explore two approaches to modeling an ensemble of translations from multiple MT sources. We expect, but cannot guarantee, that each MT system will translate each utterance differently to produce a training corpus with greater diversity in the target language. For this approach, we consider two additional MT systems each for Chinese and German. For Mandarin, we use Baidu Translate and Youdao Translate. For German, we use Microsoft Translator Text and Yandex Translate. To verify that the ensemble of multiple MT systems provides some additional corpora diversity, we measure the corpus level BLEU between train-ing utterances from each source. These scores for ATIS and Overnight are detailed in Table 4 , with an additional comparison to gold translation for ATIS.
Overall, we find that each MT system provides a different set of translations, with no two translation sets notably more similar than any other pair. We also find that for ATIS in German, Wu et al. (2016) provides the most similar training dataset to the gold training data. However, we find that Microsoft Translator Text appears to marginally improve translation into Chinese by +0.021 BLEU. This arises as an effect of a systematic preference for a polite form of Chinese question, beginning with 请 [please], preferred by the professional translator. We collect all machine translated training data for < $50 across both datasets and languages. This is a considerable saving compared to efforts such as Min et al. (2019) , for which no cost is given, but under our framework would cost approximately $4900 to replicate.
